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TIPS FOR STUDENT LEADERS 
TO RECRUIT TEAM MEMBERS

Sometimes student leaders are given a special position, and then need to recruit other students to be part of 
the team that they will lead. For example, an ‘Environment Captain’ may need to recruit other students to be on 
the ‘Environment Team’, or a ‘House Captain’ may need to recruit representatives from different year levels to 
be part of a house leadership team.   

1) FOCUS ON STUDENTS WITH PASSION, NOT JUST THOSE WHO WANT POSITIONS.
Some students will agree to be part of the team simply because they like the idea of being recognised 
as a team member. It’s great that team members are proud of their involvement, but you will find it 
hard to lead if the team is full of students who don’t want to do any of the actual work required. To 
avoid this, recruit students who are passionate about the actual purpose of the team. These students 
will usually persist when the team hits a hurdle because their overall passion is a significant force.  

2) CONSIDER STUDENTS WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO ACTIVITIES BEFORE.
Approach students who you have noticed as significant helpers to other things in the past, even if they 
haven’t been on a leadership team. This means that you need to create opportunities for students to 
help with one-off projects throughout the year, not just keep all responsibilities to the students who 
have an official team responsibility.  

3) BE CLEAR THAT YOU WILL ALLOW TEAM MEMBERS TO HAVE GENUINE RESPONSIBILITY.
Some students with leadership potential will hold back from volunteering in a team if they feel that 
the opportunity is a waste of time. When inviting students into your team, make sure you talk to them 
about why their involvement will be worthwhile and that their involvement will be valued.  

4) MAKE CHARACTER THE MOST IMPORTANT QUALITY.
It can be natural to invite the most outgoing or skilled students to be part of a team. These are great 
traits, but not the most important. Focus on recruiting students whom you know have outstanding 
character and attitude. It will be easier for them 
to develop the skills required than it will be for 
difficult students to change their character.    

5) CHOOSE STUDENTS FROM DIFFERENT 
FRIENDSHIP GROUPS.
Don’t go straight to your friends and ask them 
to be part of your team. You want your team to 
be able to connect with lots of students in the 
school, so the best way to do this is to have 
representatives from a wide range of students. 

This advice has been sourced from GRIP Leadership, the premier trainers of student 
leaders in Australia and New Zealand. The annual GRIP Student Leadership Conference 
is held in over 50 towns and cities. For details or dates, locations and the conference 
content visit www.gripleadership.com   Student Leadership Newsletter   3  
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SETTING STUDENT LEADERS UP
FOR AN EFFECTIVE YEAR
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Everyone appreciates that preparation for a new school year is important. Students prepare with an annual 
trip to the stationery shop and uniform supplier, and teachers prepare with classroom allocations and lesson 
plans. The first day of school usually involves plenty of discussion about the year ahead and how to get off to 
a good start. This leads to a valuable question: do you help set up your student leaders in the same way that 
you approach your classroom teaching?

Each and every school should decide on the role that they wish their student leaders to play. Consequently, it 
may not be suitable to place the same importance on the commencement of the student leadership group as 
on the classroom academic focus. With this in mind, it is worthwhile considering how well the student leaders 
at your school are ‘set up’ at the start of the year.

Do you find yourself waiting until half way through 
term one before you gather them together to 
get things going? Do you sometimes hold off 
on passing over particular responsibilities to 
the student leaders straight away because the 
task is urgent and you decide it is easier to do it 
yourself? Are your student leaders a little ‘in the 
dark’ about what their year will look like?

The questions above are fairly common 
situations that teachers face at the start of every 
year. To help you set up your student leaders 
for an effective year we have assembled four 
suggestions on the next page. They are all fairly 
simple and require minimal time to implement 
on your part.

TAKE SOME TIME TO 
COME UP WITH A CLEAR 
AND SPECIFIC GOAL FOR 
YOUR STUDENT LEADERS
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1. PROVIDE A CLEAR GOAL
Many new student leaders are unsure of their role. 
Do they need to organise events? Do they need to 
fundraise? Do they need to come up with their own 
ideas? These are all common questions. Take some 
time to come up with a clear and specific goal for 
your student leaders, then make this into a large 
poster or banner and place this in the area where 
they will meet. You probably don’t have enough time 
to formulate a detailed strategic plan for the team, 
but a clear and visible goal will certainly suffice.

2. ESTABLISH A WEEKLY MEETING   
This is fairly self explanatory. Without this it will be 
hard for your student leaders to gain any momentum. 
The meetings may feel a bit disorganised to start 
with, but having them is an important habit. Use the 
meetings to discuss and clarify ways to achieve the 
main goal of the team (provided above). You may 
decide later to reduce the frequency of the meetings 
which is fine; it is always easier to reduce the 
frequency rather than increase it beyond the norm.

3.  APPOINT A MENTOR TEACHER TO EACH
 
If your role is to work with the student leadership 
team as a whole, in addition to classroom teaching, 
then it is understandable that sometimes the 
leadership team is left to the side while you focus 
on other priorities. To help minimise the effect of 
this, consider an arrangement where each student 
leader has one other member of school staff who 
is their mentor teacher. The role of the mentor is 
not to supervise or direct the student, or make any 
decisions about the student leadership team as a 
whole. The role of the mentor teacher is to have a 
couple of conversations each term with their mentee 
student leader, to encourage them and provide ideas 
and general assistance. A structure such as this is 
less demanding on the single teacher in charge 
and sets up a structure for student leaders to be 
supported from multiple angles. 
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This advice has been sourced from GRIP Leadership, the premier trainers of 
student leaders in Australia and New Zealand. The annual GRIP Student Leadership 
Conference is held in over 50 towns and cities. For details or dates, locations and the 
conference content visit www.gripleadership.com   Student Leadership Newsletter   5  

4. SCHEDULE MEETINGS FOR THE

If possible, schedule two meetings each term for 
the student leaders to report their activities to the 
Principal. Perhaps two different leaders will have this 
meeting on behalf of the team on each occasion. 
The meeting itself is an excellent learning experience 
for developing leaders, however the real value in this 
system is the accountability it provides. Knowing 
that a simple report needs to be given every 5 weeks 
will encourage student leaders to be intentional and 
proactive. Some reports will have nothing to do with 
events or large projects and may instead focus on 
pastoral observations and relational efforts of the 
student leaders.

Implementing these four suggestions goes part 
way to protecting your student leaders from 
being impacted by the busy times that you will 
have as a teacher, especially early in the year. 
If your student leaders are set-up well from 
the beginning, they are far more likely to be an 
effective part of your school all year.

LEADER

STUDENT LEADERS TO REPORT



Continued on the next page

Port August West Primary School students have continued a 
tradition at their school by making and donating two wooden 
benches for a nearby preschool. Two students, Ryan Harding 
and Nate Harrison, were involved in the process.

The students made and varnished the benches as part of a 
woodworking mentoring group which will be added to the 
preschool’s outdoor play space. “Getting to do woodwork was 
great. It was fun, good to do, it develops some skills as well – 
how to build,” Nate said. “I like doing stuff for other people,” 
Ryder added.

Previously, the Primary School has donated nesting boxes, a 
bird feeder and a painting smock hanger to the Pre-school. “The 
time and effort the school children have put into their project 
is amazing. On behalf of all of the children and staff, thank-you 
very much,” said Kindergarten director Natalie Dukarich.

PORT AUGUSTA WEST PRIMARY 
SCHOOL STUDENTS CONTINUE 
“BUILD AND DONATE” TRADITION

WOW!
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Tempe High School student leaders gathered staff and 
parents to help them use an old bus to create additional 
study and hangout space to prepare for their final exams 
at school.

The students fundraised to be able to purchase the 
bus for their school and then worked in collaboration 
with parents to be able to create what student, Ursula 
Reynolds, described as a, “way more modern and urban,” 
place than what they could access elsewhere.

Another student, Bella Lengyelfalusy, said the students 
had a special “connection” because of their involvement 
in creating the bus which includes powerpoints, seating 
and desks.

TEMPE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
TURN OLD BUS INTO MODERN 
STUDY SPACE

GREAT 
JOB!

Huonville High School Year 9 and 10 students have run 
a ‘Coffee for a Cause’ team which raised funds towards 
the school’s 2020 Laos Project. The school partnered with 
Mitchell Plastic Welding and Huon Valley Community Bank 
Branches Bendigo Bank to run the stall at a Government 
House Open Day.

The students serviced the stall throughout the event which 
had nearly 6000 people attend, including the Governor 
who stopped to chat with the students and purchase 
a coffee. The school described the student’s efforts as 
“outstanding”.

The profits from the day will go towards the renovation of 
a school in Laos.

Kirwan State School students have created a lunch-time 
assembly line to sew more than 150 pairs of koala mittens 
for bushfire-affected wildlife.

Youth Health Nurse Debbie Downie said the idea initially 
came through a Facebook post requesting the mittens 
which prompted students to say ‘let’s get involved’. The 
process involves students cutting and sewing material so 
that any stitching is on the outside to protect the koala’s 
claws.

“It’s very important for the school to be involved in our 
community”, said Debbie. ”The fires have been horrendous 
and I think the communities where the fires have ravaged 
really need to know that the rest of us are thinking about 
them.”

HUONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENTS HELP LAOS WITH 
COFFEE FOR A CAUSE

KIRWAN STATE SCHOOL SEW 
MITTENS FOR BUSHFIRE-
AFFECTED KOALAS

AMAZING!
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Erin Molan is one of the most high profile people in 
the media and is especially popular among rugby 
league fans and viewers of Channel 9. She is currently 
speaking to student leaders around Australia as one 
of the speakers at the ‘National Young Leaders Day’ 
events organised by Halogen Australia.

Our ‘Student Leadership News’ team has been part 
of the National Young Leaders Day events held so 
far, and have captured highlights of Erin’s recent 
presentations. 

In sharing her own story with student leaders, Erin 
highlighted numerous moments when she suffered 
setbacks, and needed to persist in working even 
harder toward her goal of being a prominent voice 
in the media. 

“Don’t ever give up,” said Molan, “If someone tells 
you you’re not good enough, don’t ever give up. It 
took me six years to get my first shot at Channel 9 
and then it took me another six years to get exactly 
where I wanted to be.” Molan was very frank about 
still having to approach each day with this same 
mindset, amidst much media criticism that she 
continually faces. It was fitting that she has presented 
at three events so far with her arm in a sling from a 
recent injury at home. 

ERIN MOLAN
HER ADVICE TO STUDENT LEADERS

Erin described her own battle with adversity, “I was 
told 88 times that I was not good enough and that 
I couldn’t do it. And it’s not just about a job or a 
career, its about whatever you want to do.”

Molan willingly admitted that “I’m not the best at 
anything, but I work harder than anyone else. Every 
room I go into, I always want to be the hardest 
working person in that room.”

Following her presentation to students, dozens of 
them took the opportunity to ask Erin a range of 
insightful questions, and hundreds more met her 
personally during the event breaks.  

`
ERIN MOLAN IS SPEAKING AT OTHER NATIONAL YOUNG 
LEADERS DAY EVENTS BEING HELD IN TERM 1 OF 2020.  

THESE EVENTS ARE A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY FOR 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY STUDENTS TO HEAR MANY 

HIGH PROFILE AUSTRALIANS SHARE THEIR OWN STORY. 
TO VIEW THE SPEAKER LINE-UP AT ALL EVENTS GO TO

WWW.HALOGEN.ORG.AU
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Watch the ‘One Minute Wisdom’ video featuring Erin Molan, as well as many 
other inspiring leaders at youtube.com/halogenaustralia 



OUR FAVOURITE 
FUNDRAISING IDEAS
Student leadership should always be more than fundraising. It is, however, a common activity of student leaders 
at many schools. Instead of simply repeating the raffles and cake stalls that have occurred in the past, we have 
highlighted some of our favorite ideas below. 

UNIQUE BOOK
Have you ever thought about publishing a book? Writing a novel might be 
hard, but there are lots of easier options which can act as a fundraiser for your 
school. You don’t even need to get a fancy book printing company involved. 
An easy solution is to publish a cook book with recipes from students in the 
school. Similarly, you could publish a poetry book with poems written by 
students in your school. You probably won’t get shops to sell the book but 
that’s ok! If you have recipes or poems from fifty students, then each of them 
might be able to sell five copies to people they know. If you sell the book for 
ten dollars, then you have just fundraised two and a half thousand dollars!

SPORTS SCREENING
Create a fundraiser related to a popular sporting event that you can display on 
a large screen. Examples might include a football grand final or the Opening 
Ceremony of the Olympic Games. Showing this live might take a bit of extra 
preparation than showing a movie, but it does create a unique experience. 
Fundraise money by charging a ticket price, and consider holding an extra 
competition such as ‘guess the margin of the winning team’.

MY KITCHEN RULES
Basing a fundraiser on a popular television show is a great idea, as it 
generates lots of interest and excitement amongst students. You don’t have 
to run the fundraiser the same as the television format, just use the same 
name and make sure there are some similarities. For example, you could 
have a number of students make muffins at home and a number of teachers 
make muffins at home. These can be sold during a school morning tea break, 
and everyone who buys one gets a chance to vote whether the teachers or 
students should win. You could have a different round a few weeks later 
with something else, like biscuits or fruit cups. Instead of teachers versus 
students, you could also have house teams verse each other. 

Continued on the next page
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Get your FREE copy of ‘101 Fundraising Ideas for Student Leaders’ at: 
studentleadership.news/fundraising 

ART SHOW
In most schools, students are already creating pieces of art of some 
kind. Instead of taking these works home straight away, store them up in 
preparation for an art show. Make plans to exhibit the student artwork in a 
large place like a hall or library. Advertise ticket sales for family members to 
come and view the exhibition and perhaps include some light refreshments 
to make the event feel special. At the showcase, you could sell some of the 
artworks, and even fundraise more money by auctioning off a couple of the 
more special pieces. If you decide to have an art show, don’t just think of 
paintings, include as much of the creative work being done in your school 
as possible.

DEFEAT THE TEACHER
During a lunchbreak, hold a simple event where students pay a small fee to 
try and beat a teacher at a special skill. This could be beating a teacher at an 
arm wrestle, a game of table tennis, or naming more countries of the world. 
Choose a challenge that doesn’t take too long, so that lots of students can 
have a turn to try and defeat the teacher. As an incentive, have some prizes 
ready for any student who might actually defeat the teacher.  

LUNCHTIME JUKE BOX
This simple fundraising idea involves students paying a dollar to have their 
song request played over the speakers during a lunchtime. This could even 
occur on a weekly basis. Music streaming services like Spotify make it easy 
to access lots of songs. Have a plan in place to make sure students don’t 
deliberately, or accidentally, play any songs that are inappropriate. Whilst 
some schools will play the music over their whole school PA system, others 
prefer to set up a single outdoor speaker especially for this fundraiser.

LEGO MASTERS
A simple way to organise your own ‘Lego Masters’ is to appoint a specific 
day for students to bring in their best Lego creation to enter it into the 
competition. You can leave these on display in a special exhibition area, 
such as a hall or library. For the next week you can have the exhibition area 
open before and after school and families can make a donation to come 
and view the Lego creations, and vote on the most amazing entry. Another 
way to organise ‘Lego Masters’ is to seek donations of unused Lego in 
advance and hold a series of ‘Lego Master Lunchtimes’ where students can 
pay a small amount of money to enter the Lego room and make their own 
creations for fun.
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GRIP STUDENT 
LEADERSHIP

CONFERENCE

A PRACTICAL AND INTERACTIVE TRAINING DAY HELD IN OVER 100
TOWNS AND CITIES AROUND AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

NEW TOPICS EVERY YEAR, FOCUSED ON EQUIPPING STUDENT
LEADERS WITH SKILLS AND IDEAS THEY CAN PUT INTO 

PRACTICE IN THEIR OWN SCHOOL.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.gripleadership.com
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THE NATIONAL 
YOUNG LEADERS DAY
WHERE STUDENTS ARE INSPIRED TO LEAD

This unique event exposes students to a range of influential 
leaders who would often be difficult for schools and students to 
access on their own.  The high-profile speakers include leaders 

from business, sport, politics, community service, 
media, science, and the arts.

www.halogen.org.au


